"Broadmoor has a reputation of beauty and perfection. Baron helps us to keep that reputation."

Chuck Clark, Director of Golf Courses,
The BROADMOOR
Colorado Springs, Colorado

"Baron’s dark green color sets off our light colored greens and keeps its color late in the fall. I’m particularly pleased with the overwintering and drought tolerance of Baron. This requires less water, and in this part of the country, that’s important."

"Laying sod is never an easy job, but Baron seems to make it easier. Baron’s rhizomes form such a tight knit sod that it stays together like glue."

"Because Baron proved itself on our new South Course*, we’re using Baron in our overseeding program on our two other courses. Baron’s proved itself at The BROADMOOR. We are currently using Baron for all 54 holes."

Chuck Clark explains to Peter Loft, "On steep slopes we use 100% Baron. One reason is it seeds out at a lower height giving me a lower growth pattern. This lowers maintenance cost too, due to reduced frequency of mowing."

"Because Baron proved itself on our new South Course*, we’re using Baron in our overseeding program on our two other courses. Baron’s proved itself at The BROADMOOR. We are currently using Baron for all 54 holes."

Lofts Pedigreed Seed, Inc.
Bound Brook, NJ 08805 / (201) 356-8700

*The South Course at The BROADMOOR was designed by Edwin B. Seay with Arnold Palmer as Consultant.